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Clustering is a widely-used unsupervised learning technique to find patterns and structures in data. Clustering algorithms group the data points into distinct clusters such that points within a cluster share similar characteristics on the
basis of their distance, density, or other spatial properties, while points in two distinct clusters are less similar. Since obtaining data labels requires a huge investment of human labor and cost, clustering analysis, as a general task to be solved,
has a broad range of applications in many scientific and engineering fields, e.g., time series analysis, social network
analysis, market segmentation, anomaly detection, and image segmentation. We propose a novel clustering method
called CLASSIX which shares features with both distance and density-based methods. CLASSIX is an explainable
sorting-based clustering algorithm towards a fast and scalable setting.
In this documentation, we will illustrate the use of CLASSIX and introduce its basic applications and provide fundamental guidance for its parameter settings. Simply put, CLASSIX comprises two phases to conduct clustering, namely
aggregation and merging. The aggregation performs a quick partition of data associated with starting points which are
a reduced estimator of general density. After that. the aggregation phase is followed by the merging of overlapping
groups into clusters using either a distance or density-based criterion. For parameter settings, CLASSIX is dominated
by two parameters, namely radius and minPts, and their tuning is straightforward and simple, which we will illustrate
later. In brief, radius is a distance parameter that serves as a tolerance for the grouping in the aggregation phase, while
minPts parameter specifies the minimum acceptable cluster size for the final picture.
The documentation mainly contains five chapters about user guidance and one chapter for API reference, which is organized as follows: The first chapter demonstrates a quick introduction to the installment of CLASSIX and its deployment;
The second chapter compares CLASSIX with other sought-after clustering algorithms with respect to speed and accuracy on built-in data; The third chapter illustrates a vivid tutorial for density and distance merging applications; The
fourth chapter illustrates the interpretable clustering result obtained from CLASSIX; The final chapter demonstrates
how to use CLASSIX to find outliers in data; The API details can be found at the independent section titled as “API
reference”. The documentation is still under construction, any suggestions from users are appreciated, please be free
to email us for any questions on CLASSIX.
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1.1 Get Started with CLASSIX
Clustering is a widely-used unsupervised learning technique to find patterns and structures in data. The applications
of clustering are wide-ranging, including areas like finance, traffic, civil engineering, and bioinformatics. Clustering
algorithms aim to group the data points into distinct clusters such that points within a cluster share similar characteristics
on the basis of spatial properties, while points in two distinct clusters are less similar. It might be easy for a human
to perceive the clusters with a small sample in a small (1 or 2) dimensional space, however, in practice, the real world
data with increasing dimensions and size of the data usually make a human out of reach. Considering data provided
with labels are considerably rare and expensive, reliable and easy-to-tune explainable clustering methods are highly
desirable.
We introduce a novel clustering method called CLASSIX. The appealing characteristics of CLASSIX include fast
speed, scalable clustering and explainable descriptions and visualization of clusters. It consists of two phases, namely
a greedy aggregation phase of the sorted data into groups of nearby data points, followed by the merging of groups into
clusters. The algorithm is controlled by two scalar parameters, namely a distance parameter for the aggregation and
another parameter controlling the minimal cluster size. Extensive experiments are conducted to give a comprehensive
evaluation of the clustering performance on synthetic and real-world datasets, with various cluster shapes and low to
high feature dimensionality. Our experiments demonstrate that CLASSIX competes with state-of-the-art clustering
algorithms. The algorithm has linear space complexity and achieves near linear time complexity on a wide range of
problems. Its inherent simplicity allows for the generation of intuitive explanations of the computed clusters. This
documentation will provide you with a beginner-friendly tutorial, and show you how to get a quick start!

1.1.1 Installation guide
To ensure most users can install it on their local machine, we try to keep the installing requirements for CLASSIX as
low as possible. CLASSIX has the following dependencies for its clustering functionality:
• cython (recommend >=0.27)
• numpy>=1.3.0 (recommend >=1.20)
• scipy
• requests
and requires the following packages for data visualization:
• matplotlib
• pandas
I. pip
To install the current release via PIP use:
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pip install classixclustering
To check the installation, simply run:
python -m pip show classixclustering
If you want to uninstall it, you can use:
pip uninstall classixclustering
II. conda
For conda users, to install this package with conda run:
conda install -c conda-forge classixclustering
To check the installation, run:
conda list classixclustering
and uninstall it with
conda uninstall classixclustering
Installing classixclustering from the conda-forge channel can also be achieved by adding conda-forge to your channels
with:
conda config --add channels conda-forge
conda config --set channel_priority strict
Once the conda-forge channel has been enabled, classixclustering can be installed with conda:
conda install classixclustering
or with mamba:
mamba install classixclustering
It is possible to list all of the versions of classixclustering available on your platform with conda:
conda search classixclustering --channel conda-forge
or with mamba:
mamba search classixclustering --channel conda-forge
Alternatively, mamba repoquery may provide more information:
# Search all versions available on your platform:
mamba repoquery search classixclustering --channel conda-forge
# List packages depending on classixclustering:
mamba repoquery whoneeds classixclustering --channel conda-forge
# List dependencies of classixclustering:
mamba repoquery depends classixclustering --channel conda-forge

4
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III. download
Download this repository via:
git clone https://github.com/nla-group/classix.git
If you have any instaling issues, please be free to submit your questions in the issues.
Note
If you want to disable Cython, or compare the runtime between Cython and Python, you can simply set by
import classix; classix.__enable_cython__ = False
And then your following CLASSIX implementation will disable Cython compiling. If you can Cython back, just set
classix.__enable_cython__ = True.

1.1.2 Quick start
CLASSIX follows a similar API design as scikit-learn library. So if you are familiar with scikit-learn, you can quickly
master the CLASSIX library to do a wonderful clustering. We demonstrate a toy application of CLASSIX’s clustering
on simple data.
After importing the required python libraries, we generate isotropic Gaussian blobs with 2 clusters using
sklearn.datasets tool. The sample is exhibited with 2 clusters of 1000 2-dimensional data. Then, we employ CLASSIX
with the simple setting:
from sklearn.datasets import make_blobs
from classix import CLASSIX
X, y = make_blobs(n_samples=1000, centers=2, n_features=2, random_state=1)
clx = CLASSIX(radius=0.5, minPts=13)
clx.fit(X)

Remember
By default, CLASSIX will use pca sorting and apply distance-based merging.
After that, to get the clustering result, we just need to load clx.labels_. Also you can return the cluster labels directly
by labels = clx.fit_transform(X). Now we plot the clustering result:
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10))
plt.scatter(X[:,0], X[:,1], c=clx.labels_)
plt.show()
The result is as belows:

1.1. Get Started with CLASSIX
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That is a basic setting tutorial of CLASSIX, which applied to most cases. If you want to learn more, please go through
other sections of the documentation.
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1.2 Performance Comparison
Here, we compare CLASSIX with the most typical and well-used density clustering algorithms DBSCAN, HDBSCAN
and Quickshift++. We perform this experiment on Kamil dataset, and synthetic Gaussian blobs clusters.

1.2.1 Built-in Data
import time
import hdbscan
import warnings
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from sklearn import metrics
from sklearn.cluster import DBSCAN
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from classix import CLASSIX, loadData
from quickshift.QuickshiftPP import * # download from https://github.com/google/
˓→quickshift
Then we load the data:
data = loadData('vdu_signals') # load the data
print(data.shape) # (2028780, 2)
This data has more than 2 million objects, which is very challenging for most clustering algorithm. Our experiments
were runing on the environment settings:
• Dell PowerEdge R740 Server
• 2x Intel Xeon Silver 4114 2.2G (total 20 cores, 40 threads)
• 2x NVIDIA Tesla P100 16GB GPU
• 1.5 TB RAM (=1536 GB RAM)
• 1.8 TB disk space (expandable)
The DBSCAN, HDBSCAN, Quickshift++ fail in this experiment (runtime > 24 hr) while CLASSIX use around 1.2
seconds for clustering of whole data. Therefore, to compare the the four algorithms (ensure they can finish clustering
within a day), we need to preprocess the data for downsampling:
# This block of code is provided by Kamil Oster
final_len = 100000
outliers_position = np.where(X_pca[:,0] > 7.5)[0]
no_outliers_position = np.delete(np.arange(0, len(X_pca[:,0])), outliers_position,␣
˓→axis=0)
outlier_len = len(outliers_position)
data_no_outliers_length = int(final_len - outlier_len)
data_outliers = X_pca[outliers_position, :]
data_no_outliers = np.delete(X_pca, outliers_position, axis=0)
random_integers = np.arange(0, len(no_outliers_position))
np.random.shuffle(random_integers)
(continues on next page)

1.2. Performance Comparison
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data_no_outliers_out = data_no_outliers[random_integers[data_no_outliers_length:],:]
data_no_outliers = data_no_outliers[random_integers[:data_no_outliers_length],:]
X = np.concatenate((data_no_outliers, data_outliers))
print(X.shape) # (100000, 2)
Cause other clustering algorithms almost cannot complete this clustering on the full data. So we employ CLASSIX
clustering on the whole data while employing other clustering algorithms on down-sampling data, and get their average
runtime for comparison:
sample_size = 10 # each algorithm's running repeats for 10 times
sum_time = 0
timing = []
for i in range(sample_size):
st = time.time()
dbscan = DBSCAN(eps=0.7, min_samples=6)
dbscan.fit(X)
et = time.time()
sum_time = sum_time + et - st
timing.append(sum_time/sample_size)
print("Average consume time: ", sum_time/sample_size)
plt.figure(figsize=(24,10))
plt.scatter(X[:,0], X[:,1], c=dbscan.labels_, cmap='jet')
plt.tick_params(axis='both', labelsize=15)
plt.title('DBSCAN', fontsize=20)
plt.savefig('DBSCAN.png', bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()
sum_time = 0
for i in range(sample_size):
st = time.time()
_hdbscan = hdbscan.HDBSCAN(min_cluster_size=1000, core_dist_n_jobs=1)
hdbscan_labels = _hdbscan.fit_predict(X)
et = time.time()
sum_time = sum_time + et - st
timing.append(sum_time/sample_size)
print("Average consume time: ", sum_time/sample_size)
plt.figure(figsize=(24,10))
plt.scatter(X[:,0], X[:,1], c=hdbscan_labels, cmap='jet')
plt.tick_params(axis='both', labelsize=15)
plt.title('HDBSCAN', fontsize=20)
plt.savefig('HDBSCAN.png', bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()
sum_time = 0
for i in range(sample_size):
st = time.time()
(continues on next page)
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quicks = QuickshiftPP(k=800, beta=0.7)
quicks.fit(X.copy(order='C'))
quicks_labels = quicks.memberships
et = time.time()
sum_time = sum_time + et - st
timing.append(sum_time/sample_size)
print("Average consume time: ", sum_time/sample_size)
plt.figure(figsize=(24,10))
plt.scatter(X[:,0], X[:,1], c=quicks_labels, cmap='jet')
plt.tick_params(axis='both', labelsize=15)
plt.title('Quickshift++', fontsize=20)
plt.savefig('Quickshiftpp.png', bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()
sum_time = 0
for i in range(sample_size):
st = time.time()
clx = CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=0.3, verbose=0,
clx.fit_transform(data)
et = time.time()
sum_time = sum_time + et - st

group_merging='distance')

timing.append(sum_time/sample_size)
print("Average consume time: ", sum_time/sample_size)
plt.figure(figsize=(24,10))
plt.scatter(data[:,0], data[:,1], c=clx.labels_, cmap='jet')
plt.tick_params(axis='both', labelsize=15)
plt.title('CLASSIX', fontsize=20)
plt.savefig('CLASSIX.png', bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()

1.2. Performance Comparison
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We can simply visualize the runtime:
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import seaborn as sns
data = pd.DataFrame()
data['clustering'] = ['DBSCAN', 'HDBSCAN', 'Quickshift++', 'CLASSIX']
data['runtime'] = timing
plt.figure(figsize=(12,6))
sns.set(font_scale=2, style="whitegrid")
ax = sns.barplot(x="clustering", y="runtime", data=data)
plt.savefig('results/runtime.png', bbox_inches='tight')
The runtime bar plot is as below, we can see that CLASSIX achieves the fastest speed even if it runs with the whole
data.

1.2.2 Gaussian blobs
To provide another insight for clustering comparison with respect to runtime, we compare these algorithms by fixing
optimal parameter setting on synthetic Gaussian blobs data with increasing size and dimension. So as to obtain a
fair comparison of their runtime, we hope the clustering accuracy for all algorithms remains the same as much as
possible as the data change. On the other hand, this experiment manifests the sensitivity of parameter settings to
environmental settings. This Gaussian blobs test can be referred to in CLASSIX’s paper. The test is referenced from
https://hdbscan.readthedocs.io/en/latest/performance_and_scalability.html.

1.2. Performance Comparison
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As we see from the figure, CLASSIX compares favorably against other algorithms while achieving the fastest speed
and stable runtime among them.

1.3 Clustering Tutorial
The CLASSIX with density method implements density clustering in an explicit way while the one with distance
method implements density clustering in an implicit way. We will illustrate how to use them separately.
The examples here are demonstrated with a sample with a more complicated shape:
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn import datasets
import numpy as np
random_state = 1
moons, _ = datasets.make_moons(n_samples=1000, noise=0.05, random_state=random_state)
blobs, _ = datasets.make_blobs(n_samples=1500, centers=[(-0.85,2.75), (1.75,2.25)],␣
˓→cluster_std=0.5, random_state=random_state)
X = np.vstack([blobs, moons])

Note

12
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Setting radius lower, the more groups will form, and the groups tend to be separated instead of merging as clusters, and
therefore runtime will increase.

1.3.1 Density clustering
Instead of leaving the default option as the previous example, in this example, we can explicitly set a parameter
group_merging to specify which merging strategy we would like to adopt. Also, we employ sorting='pca' or
other choices such as ‘norm-orthant’ or ‘norm-mean’. In most cases, we recommend PCA sorting. Other available
parameters include radius and minPts. The parameter of radius is a tolerance value dominating the aggregation
phase, which immediately affects the merging phase. Usually, the thinner boundary between the clusters are, the lower
radius is required. In addition, we would explain why we set minPts to 10 later. Also, we can output the log by setting
verbose to 1, then it clearly shows how many clusters and the associated size we get:
from classix import CLASSIX
clx = CLASSIX(sorting='pca', group_merging='density', radius=0.1, minPts=10)
clx.fit(X)
The output of the code is:
CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=0.1, minPts=10, group_merging='density')
The 2500 data points were aggregated into 316 groups.
In total 16395 comparisons were required (6.56 comparisons per data point).
The 316 groups were merged into 47 clusters with the following sizes:
* cluster 0 : 717
* cluster 1 : 711
* cluster 2 : 500
* cluster 3 : 500
* cluster 4 : 10
* cluster 5 : 6
* cluster 6 : 3
* cluster 7 : 3
* cluster 8 : 3
* cluster 9 : 3
* cluster 10 : 3
* cluster 11 : 2
* cluster 12 : 2
* cluster 13 : 2
* cluster 14 : 2
* cluster 15 : 2
* cluster 16 : 1
* cluster 17 : 1
* cluster 18 : 1
* cluster 19 : 1
* cluster 20 : 1
* cluster 21 : 1
* cluster 22 : 1
* cluster 23 : 1
* cluster 24 : 1
* cluster 25 : 1
* cluster 26 : 1
* cluster 27 : 1
* cluster 28 : 1
(continues on next page)

1.3. Clustering Tutorial
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(continued from previous page)

* cluster 29 : 1
* cluster 30 : 1
* cluster 31 : 1
* cluster 32 : 1
* cluster 33 : 1
* cluster 34 : 1
* cluster 35 : 1
* cluster 36 : 1
* cluster 37 : 1
* cluster 38 : 1
* cluster 39 : 1
* cluster 40 : 1
* cluster 41 : 1
* cluster 42 : 1
* cluster 43 : 1
* cluster 44 : 1
* cluster 45 : 1
* cluster 46 : 1
As MinPts is 10, the number of clusters has been further reduced to 5.
Try the .explain() method to explain the clustering.
The reason why we set minPts to 10 is that we want the clusters with a size smaller than 10 to agglomerate to other
big clusters which are partitioned significantly.
minPts is a parameter which we denote it as outliers threshold, and we will illustrate it in the section of Outlier
Detection.
The visualization of clustering results is reasonable:
plt.figure(figsize=(5,5))
plt.scatter(X[:,0], X[:,1], c=clx.labels_)
plt.show()

14
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1.3.2 Distance clustering
The distance-based CLASSIX has the same steps as density-based CLASSIX except that the density comparison steps,
in such a way distance-based CLASSIX does not require calculating the density, hence intuitively would be faster. By
contrast, it just compares the pair of the clusters one at a time to determine if they should merge. Also, we propose a
distance-based clustering exempted from calculating the density but with one more parameter for appropriate smoothing
scale. By tuning the scale, we only calculate the distance between pairs of starting points and define the distance as
the weights in the graph, and the distance that is smaller than $texttt{scale}*radius$ is assigned to 1 otherwise 0. The
next step, similarly, is to find the connected components in the graph as clusters.
Similar to the previous example, we refer group_merge to ‘distance’, then adopt distance-based CLASSIX, the code
is as below:
clx= CLASSIX(sorting='pca', group_merging='distance', radius=0.1, minPts=4)
clx.fit(X)
CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=0.1, method='distance')
The 2500 data points were aggregated into 316 groups.
In total 16395 comparisons were required (6.56 comparisons per data point).
The 316 groups were merged into 28 clusters with the following sizes:
* cluster 0 : 733
* cluster 1 : 730
* cluster 2 : 501
* cluster 3 : 500
* cluster 4 : 4
* cluster 5 : 4
* cluster 6 : 3
* cluster 7 : 2
* cluster 8 : 2
(continues on next page)

1.3. Clustering Tutorial
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(continued from previous page)

* cluster 9 : 2
* cluster 10 : 2
* cluster 11 : 1
* cluster 12 : 1
* cluster 13 : 1
* cluster 14 : 1
* cluster 15 : 1
* cluster 16 : 1
* cluster 17 : 1
* cluster 18 : 1
* cluster 19 : 1
* cluster 20 : 1
* cluster 21 : 1
* cluster 22 : 1
* cluster 23 : 1
* cluster 24 : 1
* cluster 25 : 1
* cluster 26 : 1
* cluster 27 : 1
As MinPts is 4, the number of clusters has been further reduced to 4.
Try the .explain() method to explain the clustering.
Visualize the result:
plt.figure(figsize=(5,5))
plt.scatter(X[:,0], X[:,1], c=clx.labels_)
plt.show()

Note

16
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The density-based merging criterion usually results in slightly better clusters than the distance-based criterion, but the
latter has a significant speed advantage.

1.3.3 Visualize connecting edge
Now we use the same example to demonstrate how cluster are formed by computing starting points and edge connections. We can output the information by
clx.visualize_linkage(scale=1.5, figsize=(8,8), labelsize=24, fmt='png')

Note
The starting points can be interpreted as a reduced-density estimator of the data.
There is one more parameter that affects distance-based CLASSIX, that is scale. By simply adding the parameter
1.3. Clustering Tutorial
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plot_boundary and setting it to True, then we can obtain the starting points with their group boundary. The visualization of the connecting edge between starting points with varying scale is plotted as below:
for scale in np.arange(1.1, 2, 0.1):
clx = CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=0.1, group_merging='distance', verbose=0)
clx.fit_transform(X)
clx.visualize_linkage(scale=round(scale,1), figsize=(8,8), labelsize=24, plot_
˓→boundary=True, fmt='png')

Considering a graph constructed by the starting points, as scale increases, the number of edges increases, therefore, the
connected components area enlarges while the number of connected components decreases. Though in most cases, the
scale setting is not necessary, when the small radius needed, adopting distance-based CLASSIX with an appropriate
scale can greatly speed up the clustering application, such as image segmentation.
18
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1.4 Explainable Clustering
CLASSIX provides an appealing explanation for clustering results, either in global view or by specific indexing.
If we would like to make plot accompany just remember to set plot to True.

1.4.1 Global insight
from sklearn import datasets
import numpy as np
from classix import CLASSIX
X, y = datasets.make_blobs(n_samples=5000, centers=2, n_features=2, cluster_std=1,␣
˓→random_state=1)
clx = CLASSIX(sorting='pca', group_merging='density', radius=0.5, verbose=1, minPts=4)
clx.fit(X)
clx.explain(plot=True, savefig=True, figsize=(10,10))
The output is:
A clustering of 5000 data points with 2 features has been performed.
The radius parameter was set to 0.50 and MinPts was set to 4.
As the provided data has been scaled by a factor of 1/6.01,
data points within a radius of R=0.50*6.01=3.01 were aggregated into groups.
In total 7903 comparisons were required (1.58 comparisons per data point).
This resulted in 14 groups, each uniquely associated with a starting point.
These 14 groups were subsequently merged into 2 clusters.
A list of all starting points is shown below.
---------------------------------------Group NrPts Cluster Coordinates
0
398
0
-1.19 -1.09
1
1073
0
-0.65 -1.15
2
553
0
-1.17 -0.56
3
466
0
-0.67 -0.65
4
6
0
-0.19 -0.88
5
3
0
-0.72 -0.03
6
1
0
-0.22 -0.28
7
470
1
0.31 0.21
8
675
1
0.18 0.71
9
579
1
0.86 0.19
10
763
1
0.69 0.67
11
6
1
0.42 1.35
12
5
1
1.24 0.59
13
2
1
1.0 1.08
---------------------------------------In order to explain the clustering of individual data points,
use .explain(ind1) or .explain(ind1, ind2) with indices of the data points.

1.4. Explainable Clustering
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1.4.2 Track single data
Following the previous steps, we can analyze the specific data by refering to the index, for example here, we want to
track the data with index 0:
clx.explain(0,

plot=True, savefig=True, fmt='PNG')

Output:
The data point is in group 2, which has been merged into cluster #0.
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1.4.3 Comparison insight
We give two examples to compare the data pair cluster assignment as follows.
clx.explain(0, 2000,

plot=True, savefig=True, fmt='png')

The data point 0 is in group 2, which has been merged into cluster 0.
The data point 2000 is in group 10, which has been merged into cluster 1.
There is no path of overlapping groups between these clusters.

1.4. Explainable Clustering
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clx.explain(0, 2008,

plot=True, savefig=True, fmt='png')

The data point 0 is in group 2 and the data point 2008 is in group 4,
both of which were merged into cluster #0.
These two groups are connected via groups 2 <-> 1 <-> 4.
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1.4.4 Case study of industry data
Here, we turn our attention on practical data. Similar to above, we load the necessary data to produce the analytical
result.
import time
import numpy as np
import classix
To load the industry data provided by Kamil, we can simply use the API load_data and require the paramter as
vdu_signals we leave the default parameters except setting radius to 1.
data = classix.loadData('vdu_signals')
clx = classix.CLASSIX(radius=1, group_merging='distance')

Note
The method loadData also supports other typical UCI datasets for clustering, which include 'vdu_signals',
'Iris', 'Dermatology', 'Ecoli', 'Glass', 'Banknote', 'Seeds', 'Phoneme', and 'Wine'.
Then, we employ classix model to train the data and record the timing:
st = time.time()
clx.fit_transform(data)
et = time.time()
print("consume time:", et - st)

1.4. Explainable Clustering
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CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=1, minPts=0, group_merging='distance')
The 2028780 data points were aggregated into 36 groups.
In total 3920623 comparisons were required (1.93 comparisons per data point).
The 36 groups were merged into 4 clusters with the following sizes:
* cluster 0 : 2008943
* cluster 1 : 16920
* cluster 2 : 1800
* cluster 3 : 1117
Try the .explain() method to explain the clustering.
consume time: 1.1904590129852295
If you set radius to 0.5, you can get the output: .. parsed-literal:
CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=0.5, minPts=0, group_merging='distance')
The 2028780 data points were aggregated into 93 groups.
In total 6252385 comparisons were required (3.08 comparisons per data point).
The 93 groups were merged into 7 clusters with the following sizes:
* cluster 0 : 2008943
* cluster 1 : 16909
* cluster 2 : 1800
* cluster 3 : 900
* cluster 4 : 180
* cluster 5 : 37
* cluster 6 : 11
Try the .explain() method to explain the clustering.
consume time: 1.3505780696868896
From this, we can see there is big gap between the number of cluster 4 and cluster 5, by which we can assume the
data within a cluster with size smaller than 38 are outliers. Therefore, we set minPts to 38. After that, we can get the
same result as that with radius of 1. You can also set the parameter of post_alloc to False, then all outliers will be
marked as label of -1 instead of executing the allocation strategy. Though in most cases outliers are hard to define and
capture, this case tells us how to select an appropriate value for minPts to separate outliers or deal with outliers based
on distance.
As above, we view the whole picture for data simply by
clx.explain(plot=True)
You can also specify other parameters to personalize the visualization to make it easier to analyze. For example, you can
enlarge the fontsize of starting points labels by setting sp_fontsize larger or change the shape by tunning appropriate
value for figsize. For more details about parameter settings, we refer to our API Reference. So, we try:
clx.explain(plot=True, figsize=(24,10), sp_fontsize=12)
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A clustering of 2028780 data points with 2 features has been performed.
The radius parameter was set to 1.00 and MinPts was set to 0.
As the provided data has been scaled by a factor of 1/2.46,
data points within a radius of R=1.00*2.46=2.46 were aggregated into groups.
In total 3920623 comparisons were required (1.93 comparisons per data point).
This resulted in 36 groups, each uniquely associated with a starting point.
These 36 groups were subsequently merged into 4 clusters.
A list of all starting points is shown below.
---------------------------------------Group
NrPts Cluster Coordinates
0
10560
1
16.35 3.26
1
1800
2
15.81 1.85
2
2580
1
15.38 3.47
3
656
1
14.83 4.33
4
177
1
13.87 4.59
5
1058
1
12.9 4.23
6
392
1
12.0 4.8
7
664
1
11.98 2.94
8
806
1
11.6 3.88
9
18
1
10.89 3.15
10
9
1
10.66 2.05
11
128
3
9.0 1.93
12
45
3
8.04 1.51
13
23
3
7.82 2.55
14
183
3
6.97 0.56
15
146
3
6.93 2.06
16
138
3
6.23 1.33
17
47
3
6.16 2.79
18
40
3
5.81 -0.33
19
317
3
5.4 0.69
20
50
3
5.31 2.03
21
576
0
3.06 -0.02
22
12001
0
2.25 -0.61
23
2
0
2.0 0.94
24
76469
0
1.87 -1.56
25
47743
0
1.38 -0.07
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

26
500225
0
1.04 -1.01
27
145955
0
0.7 0.69
28
16456
0
0.6 -1.91
29
506281
0
0.38 -0.25
30
455788
0
-0.04 1.37
31
13196
0
-0.05 -1.16
32
110364
0
-0.36 0.42
33
123548
0
-0.89 1.92
34
274
0
-1.2 0.96
35
65
0
-1.87 1.7
---------------------------------------In order to explain the clustering of individual data points,
use .explain(ind1) or .explain(ind1, ind2) with indices of the data points.
We can see most of data objects are allocated to groups 26~33, which correspond to cluster 0.
Then to track or compare any data by indexing, you can enter like
clx.explain(14940, 16943,

plot=True, savefig=True, sp_fontsize=10)

The data point 14940 is in group 7, which has been merged into cluster 1.
The data point 16943 is in group 11, which has been merged into cluster 3.
There is no path of overlapping groups between these clusters.
The output documentation describes how two data objects are separated into two clusters, and also how far or close
they are.
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1.5 Outlier Detection
The outlier detection function of CLASSIX is fully dominated by the parameter of minPts. We have mentioned
this parameter in the previous sections. However, if you would like to employ the outlier detection, we should set
post_alloc=False, then the outliers will be marked as -1 instead of being allocated to other clusters. The example
is as below:
Note
The minPts criterion is applied on the cluster level in CLASSIX, while in DBSCAN it is used to distinguish between
noise, core, and boundary points.
from sklearn import datasets
from classix import CLASSIX
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
X, y = datasets.make_blobs(n_samples=1000, centers=2, n_features=2, random_state=0)
clx = CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=0.15, group_merging='density', verbose=1, minPts=13,␣
˓→post_alloc=False)
clx.fit(X)
plt.figure(figsize=(8,8))
plt.rcParams['axes.facecolor'] = 'white'
plt.scatter(X[:,0], X[:,1], c=clx.labels_)
plt.xticks([])
plt.yticks([])
plt.show()
The groud truth label is:

1.5. Outlier Detection
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The clustering result is:
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All outliers output by CLASSIX are marked as black. As shown in the figure, the outliers classified by CLASSIX are
far away from the cluster center points.

1.5. Outlier Detection
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TWO

API REFERENCE

2.1 API Reference
classix.clustering
classix.aggregation
classix.merging

2.1.1 classix.clustering
Functions
calculate_cluster_centers(data, labels)
cython_is_available()
find_shortest_path([source_node, ...])
get_data([current_dir, name])
loadData([name])
novel_normalization(data, base)
pairs_to_graph(pairs, num_nodes[, sparse])
pairwise_distances(X)
return_csr_matrix_indices(csr_matrix)
visualize_connections(data, splist[, ...])

Calculate the mean centers of clusters from given data.
Check if CLASSIX is using cython.
Get single-sourse shortest paths as well as distance from
source node, design especially for unweighted undirected graph.
Download the built-in data.
Obtain the built-in data.
Initial data preparation of CLASSIX.
Transform the pairs represented by list into graph.
Calculate the Euclidean distance matrix.
Return sparce matrix indices.
Calculate the connected components for graph constructed by starting points given radius and scale.
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Classes
CLASSIX([sorting, radius, minPts, ...])

CLASSIX: Fast and explainable clustering based on
sorting.

2.1.2 classix.aggregation
Functions
aggregate(data[, sorting, tol])

Aggregate the data

2.1.3 classix.merging
Functions
cal_inter_density(starting_point, spo, ...)
cal_inter_volume(starting_point, spo, radius)
check_if_overlap(starting_point, spo, radius)
fast_agglomerate(data, splist, radius[, ...])
fast_query(data, starting_point, sort_vals, tol)
findParent(s)
merge(s1, s2)

Calculate the density of intersection (lens)
Returns the volume of the intersection of two spheres in
n-dimensional space.
Check if two groups formed by aggregation overlap
Implement CLASSIX's merging with disjoint-set data
structure, default choice for the merging.
Fast query with built in early stopping strategy for merging.
Find parent of node.
Merge the roots of two node.

Classes
SET(data)

Disjoint-set data structure.

2.2 Main Parameters
Major classe is CLASSIX, which include clustering and visualization.
class classix.clustering.CLASSIX(sorting='pca', radius=0.5, minPts=0, group_merging='distance',
norm=True, scale=1.5, post_alloc=True, verbose=1)
CLASSIX: Fast and explainable clustering based on sorting.
The user only need to concern the hyperparameters of sorting, radius, and minPts in the most cases. If want
a flexible clustering, might consider other hyperparameters such as group_merging, scale, and post_alloc.
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2.2.1 Parameters
sorting
[str, {‘pca’, ‘norm-mean’, ‘norm-orthant’, None}default=’pca’] Sorting method used for the aggregation
phase.
• ‘pca’: sort data points by their first principal component
• ‘norm-mean’: shift data to have zero mean and then sort by 2-norm values
• ‘norm-orthant’: shift data to positive orthant and then sort by 2-norm values
• None: aggregate the raw data without any sorting
radius
[float, default=0.5] Tolerance to control the aggregation. If the distance between a starting point and an
object is less than or equal to the tolerance, the object will be allocated to the group which the starting point
belongs to. For details, we refer users to [1].
group_merging
[str, {‘density’, ‘distance’, None}, default=’distance’] The method for merging the groups.
• ‘density’: two groups are merged if the density of data points in their intersection
is at least as high the smaller density of both groups. This option uses the disjoint set structure to
speedup agglomerate.
• ‘distance’: two groups are merged if the distance of their starting points is at
most scale*radius (the parameter above). This option uses the disjoint set structure to speedup
agglomerate.
For more details, we refer to [1]. If the users set group_merging to None, the clustering will only return the
labels formed by aggregation as cluster labels.
minPts
[int, default=0] Clusters with less than minPts points are classified as abnormal clusters. The data points in
an abnormal cluster will be redistributed to the nearest normal cluster. When set to 0, no redistribution is
performed.
norm
[boolean, default=True] If normalize the data associated with the sorting, default as True.
scale
[float] Design for distance-clustering, when distance between the two starting points associated with two
distinct groups smaller than scale*radius, then the two groups merge.
post_alloc
[boolean, default=True] If allocate the outliers to the closest groups, hence the corresponding clusters. If
False, all outliers will be labeled as -1.
verbose
[boolean or int, default=1] Whether print the logs or not.

2.2. Main Parameters
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2.2.2 Attributes
groups_
[numpy.ndarray] Groups labels of aggregation.
splist_
[numpy.ndarray] List of starting points formed in the aggregation.
labels_
[numpy.ndarray] Clustering class labels for data objects
group_outliers_
[numpy.ndarray] Indices of outliers (aggregation groups level), i.e., indices of abnormal groups within the
clusters with fewer data points than minPts points.
clean_index_
[numpy.ndarray] The data without outliers. Given data X, the data without outliers can be exported by X_clean = X[classix.clean_index_,:] while the outliers can be exported by Outliers =
X[~classix.clean_index_,:]
connected_pairs_
[list] List for connected group labels.

2.2.3 Methods:
fit(data):
Cluster data while the parameters of the model will be saved. The labels can be extracted by calling self.
labels_.
fit_transform(data):
Cluster data and return labels. The labels can also be extracted by calling self.labels_.
predict(data):
After clustering the in-sample data, predict the out-sample data. Data will be allocated to the clusters with
the nearest starting point in the stage of aggregation. Default values.
explain(index1, index2):
Explain the computed clustering. The indices index1 and index2 are optional parameters (int) corresponding to the indices of the data points.

2.2.4 References
[1] X. Chen and S. Güttel. Fast and explainable sorted based clustering, 2022
clustering(data, agg_labels, splist, sorting='pca', radius=0.5, method='distance', minPts=0)
Merge groups after aggregation.
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Parameters
data
[numpy.ndarray] The input that is array-like of shape (n_samples,).
agg_labels: numpy.ndarray
Groups labels of aggregation.
splist: numpy.ndarray
List formed in the aggregation storing starting points.
sorting
[str] The sorting way refered for aggregation, default=’pca’, other options: ‘norm-mean’, ‘normorthant’, ‘z-pca’, or None.
radius
[float, default=0.5] Tolerance to control the aggregation hence the whole clustering process. For aggregation, if the distance between a starting point and an object is less than or equal to the tolerance,
the object will be allocated to the group which the starting point belongs to.
method
[str] The method for groups merging, default=’distance’, other options: ‘density’, ‘mst-distance’, and
‘scc-distance’.
minPts
[int, default=0] The threshold, in the range of [0, infity] to determine the noise degree. When assgin it
0, algorithm won’t check noises.
Returns
centers
[numpy.ndarray] The return centers of clusters
clabels
[numpy.ndarray ] The clusters labels of the data
explain(index1=None, index2=None, showsplist=True, max_colwidth=None, replace_name=None,
plot=False, figsize=(11, 6), figstyle='ggplot', savefig=False, ind_color='k', ind_marker_size=150,
sp_fcolor='tomato', sp_alpha=0.05, sp_pad=0.5, sp_fontsize=None, sp_bbox=None,
dp_fcolor='bisque', dp_alpha=0.6, dp_pad=2, dp_fontsize=None, dp_bbox=None, cmap='turbo',
cmin=0.07, cmax=0.97, color='red', connect_color='green', alpha=0.5, cline_width=0.5, axis='off',
figname=None, fmt='pdf', *argv, **kwargs)
‘self.explain(object/index) # prints an explanation for why a point object1 is in its cluster (or an outlier)
‘self.explain(object1/index1, object2/index2) # prints an explanation why object1 and object2 are either in
the same or distinct clusters
Here we unify the terminology:
[-] data points [-] groups (made up of data points, formed by aggregation) [-] clusters (made up of
groups)

2.2. Main Parameters
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Parameters
index1
[int or numpy.ndarray, optional] Input object1 [with index ‘index1’] for explanation.
index2
[int or numpy.ndarray, optional] Input object2 [with index ‘index2’] for explanation, and compare
objects [with indices ‘index1’ and ‘index2’].
showsplist
[boolean] Determine if show the starting points information, which include the number of data points
(NumPts), corresponding clusters, and associated coordinates. This only applies to both index1 and
index2 are “NULL”. Default as True.
max_colwidth
[int, optional] Max width to truncate each column in characters. By default, no limit.
replace_name
[str or list, optional] Replace the index with name. * For example: as for indices 1 and 1300 we have
classix.explain(1, 1300, plot=False, figstyle="seaborn") # or classix.
explain(obj1, obj4)
The data point 1 is in group 9 and the data point 1300 is in group 8, both of which were merged into
cluster #0. These two groups are connected via groups 9 -> 2 -> 8. * if we specify the replace name,
then the output will be
classix.explain(1, 1300, replace_name=["Peter Meyer", "Anna Fields"],
figstyle="seaborn")
The data point Peter Meyer is in group 9 and the data point Anna Fields is in group 8, both of which
were merged into cluster #0. These two groups are connected via groups 9 -> 2 -> 8.
plot
[boolean, default=False] Determine if visulize the explaination.
figsize
[tuple, default=(10, 6)] Determine the size of visualization figure.
figstyle
[str, default=”ggplot”] Determine the style of visualization. see reference: https://matplotlib.org/
stable/gallery/style_sheets/style_sheets_reference.html
savefig
[boolean, default=False] Determine if save figure, the figure will be saved in the folder named “img”.
indices_color
[str, default as ‘k’] Color for visualization of data with indices index1 and index2.
ind_marker_size
[float, optional:] Size for visualization of data with indices index1 and index2.
sp_fcolor
[str, default=’tomato’] The color marked for starting points text box.
sp_alpha
[float, default=0.3] The value setting for transprency of text box for starting points.
sp_pad
[int, default=2] The size of text box for starting points.
sp_bbox
[dict, optional] Dict with properties for patches.FancyBboxPatch for starting points.
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sp_fontsize
[int, optional] The fontsize for text marked for starting points.
dp_fcolor
[str, default=’bisque’] The color marked for specified data objects text box.
dp_alpha
[float, default=0.3] The value setting for transprency of text box for specified data objects.
dp_pad
[int, default=2] The size of text box for specified data objects.
dp_fontsize
[int, optional] The fontsize for text marked for specified data objects.
dp_bbox
[dict, optional] Dict with properties for patches.FancyBboxPatch for specified data objects.
cmap
[str, default=’turbo’] The colormap to be employed.
cmin
[int or float, default=0.07] The minimum color range.
cmax
[int or float, default=0.97] The maximum color range.
color
[str, default=’red’] Color for text of starting points labels in visualization.
alpha
[float, default=0.5] Scalar or None.
cline_width
[float, default=0.5] Set the patch linewidth of circle for starting points.
figname
[str, optional] Set the figure name for the image to be saved.
fmt
[str] Specify the format of the image to be saved, default as ‘pdf’, other choice: png.
explain_viz(figsize=(12, 8), figstyle='ggplot', savefig=False, fontsize=None, bbox={'alpha': 0.3,
'facecolor': 'tomato', 'pad': 2}, axis='off', fmt='pdf')
Visualize the starting point and data points
fit(data)
Cluster the data and return the associated cluster labels.
Parameters
data
[numpy.ndarray] The ndarray-like input of shape (n_samples,)
fit_transform(data)
Cluster the data and return the associated cluster labels.
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Parameters
data
[numpy.ndarray] The ndarray-like input of shape (n_samples,)
Returns
labels
[numpy.ndarray] Index of the cluster each sample belongs to.
form_starting_point_clusters_table(aggregate=False)
form the columns details for starting points and clusters information
outlier_filter(labels, min_samples=None, min_samples_rate=0.1)
Filter outliers in terms of min_samples
predict(data)
Allocate the data to their nearest clusters.
data
[numpy.ndarray] The ndarray-like input of shape (n_samples,)
Returns
labels
[numpy.ndarray] The predicted clustering labels.
visualize_linkage(scale=1.5, figsize=(8, 8), labelsize=24, markersize=320, plot_boundary=False,
bound_color='red', path='.', fmt='pdf')
Visualize the linkage in the distance clustering.
Parameters
scale
[float] Design for distance-clustering, when distance between the two starting points associated with
two distinct groups smaller than scale*radius, then the two groups merge.
labelsize
[int ] The fontsize of ticks.
markersize
[int ] The size of the markers for starting points.
plot_boundary
[boolean] If it is true, will plot the boundary of groups for the starting points.
bound_color
[str] The color for the boundary for groups with the specified radius.
path
[str] Relative file location for figure storage.
fmt
[str] Specify the format of the image to be saved, default as ‘pdf’, other choice: png.
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2.3 Aggregation Parameters
This involves CLASSIX’s aggregation parameters.

2.4 Merging Parameters
This involves CLASSIX’s merging parameters.

2.3. Aggregation Parameters
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3.2 License
Copyright (c) 2022 Stefan Güttel, Xinye Chen
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom
the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

3.3 Contact
If you have any questions, be free to reach the software contributiors:
fan.guettel@manchester.ac.uk>), Xinye Chen (<xinye.chen@manchester.ac.uk>).

Stefan Güttel (<ste-
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INDICES AND TABLES

• genindex
• modindex
• search
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